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Who were the Knights?

In 1869 Uriah Stephens united a group of garment workers in Philadelphia into a secret workingman's 
group called the Noble and Holy Order of the Knights of Labor (KOL).

The Knights decided to become public in 1881 when secrecy was hindering their growth. They grew 
rapidly to 700,000+ members and were a powerful force until the disastrous Haymarket Riot in 1886.

Terence Powderly became the Grand Master Workman in charge of the Knights, and became the face 
of the organization.

After a successful railroad strike in 1883, knowledge of the KOL traveled quickly through news and 
media coverage, spreading its principles to thousands of previously unorganized workers, causing the 
group to grow and become 
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Belief Principles

The Knights of Labor were extremely diverse in their membership and accepted anyone they judged as 
having good morals - extraordinary during a time when inclusion of marginalized groups such as women 
and black workers was almost unthinkable. 

Female delegates to the 1886 KOL convention (Library of Congress), showing diversity and progressive 
views.
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The Knights of Labor: Spreading ideas of equality and eight-hour workdays

Thesis

The Knights of Labor, a radical early labor organization founded in 1869, fought for the benefit of all 
workers in America. Their fundamental ideas, communicated to American society through media and 
assemblies, changed how people viewed the labor movement and empowered workers all over the 
world, laying a path for future success of organized labor unions.
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Impact

The Knights may not have achieved as much prominent change in labor as subsequent groups like the 
American Federation of Labor, yet they readied the minds of Americans for change and gave hope and 
organization to hundreds of thousands of workers who would otherwise have endured greater 
inequality and longer workdays. 

Group of diverse Knights (AFL-CIO).
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Although the public had a favorable view of the Knights, many Republican politicians considered them 
dishonest outlaws. 

The Knights kickstarted a push for labor reform and unionism that we still feel today. William Walters, 
a modern union Business Agent, still credits the KOL with important advances, saying the 

The Knights communicated a vision of equality and better working conditions, and successfully brought 
a  that is still visible 
today.
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Communication through Media and Meetings

The Knights hosted public events and speeches, and wrote songs, fiction books, poems, handbooks, and 
flyers to spread information about their organization and principles. These communications were 
diverse and plentiful. 

and KOL lectures often drew large crowds.
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The Knights hosted annual meetings with delegates from separate district assemblies to communicate 
across the country and gather information and ideas. 

Their songs showcased themes of uniting all workers and fighting against capitalism:
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 Process Paper 

I believe that workers’ rights are essential to a well-functioning society - that 

people doing work need to be assured that their workplace is safe, and they will earn 

fair wages. So, in thinking about this year’s theme of communication, I thought about 

the relationship between workers and their employers is important communication. I 

chose the Knights of Labor (KOL) as a topic because their efforts to unify workers sent 

a shockwave through society that we still feel today. The Knights, founded in 1869, 

fought for the benefit of all workers in America. Their fundamental ideas, communicated 

to American society through media and assemblies, changed how people viewed the 

labor movement and empowered workers all over the world, laying a path for future 

success of organized labor unions. 

I started my research with the online library catalog, looking for books on 

workers’ unions in the 1800 and 1900s, and the Knights of Labor especially. At the 

same time, I also searched the internet for digitized primary sources, and found 

manuscripts, songs, and poems by the Knights in the Internet Archive and the Library of 

Congress. The books also gave me information about the general situation of workers 

at the time. Many of my primary and secondary sources said that the Knights of Labor 

were a large and important organization, but they declined in membership before most 

of their aims were achieved, and other labor organizations, like the AFL grew and 

continued the Knights’ efforts, although with different means (the AFL was segregated 

by job type, and less diverse.) I wanted to learn more about how the Knights may have 

continued influence, so I interviewed a local union Business Agent, William Walters, and 
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I very much appreciate the time he spent talking with me about how modern unions 

work, and how our modern acceptance of diversity and the 8-hour day owes a lot to the 

early work of the Knights.  

 I narrowed my topic to diversity and the 8-hour day, because most of the 

materials I found supported those topics. In general, it was easier to find their 

communications in words than high-quality graphics. In constructing my exhibit, I 

realized many of my graphics were too wide for my smaller side panels, but it is a 

pandemic and getting new materials is not easy (we don’t shop unless necessary.) I 

chose to attach them so some cross over the fold line. I also couldn’t fit all of my 

materials on my board, so I left some out of the final exhibit. 

 The KOL was one of the first labor unions to include workers from all 

backgrounds, including women, immigrants, and black people. They communicated 

worker’s need for an eight-hour work day, and called for diversity and equality. The KOL 

were important to history because their efforts to unify the country's workers still helps to 

connect people today, and proved to society that workers have power, and deserve 

rights. 
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